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The glucocorticoid receptor (GR) is an important transcription factor and drug target
linked to a variety of biological functions and diseases. It is one of the most stringent
physiological clients of the Hsp90/Hsp70/Hsp40 chaperone system. In this study, we
used single-molecule force spectroscopy by optical tweezers to observe the interaction of
the GR’s ligand-binding domain (GR-LBD) with the Hsp70/Hsp40 chaperone system
(Hsp70/40). We show in real time that Hsp70/40 can unfold the complete GR-LBD in
a stepwise manner. Each unfolding step involves binding of an Hsp70 to the GR-LBD
and subsequent adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis, stimulated by Hsp40. The
kinetics of chaperone-mediated unfolding depend on chaperone concentrations as well
as the presence of the nucleotide exchange factor BAG1. We find that Hsp70/40 can
stabilize new unfolding intermediates, showing that Hsp70/40 can directly interact
with the folded core of the protein when working as an unfoldase. Our results support
an unfolding mechanism where Hsp70 can directly bind to folded protein structures
and unfold them upon ATP hydrolysis. These results provide important insights into
the regulation of GR by Hsp70/40.

single-molecule j protein folding j Hsp70 j glucocorticoid receptor j optical tweezers

The glucocorticoid receptor (GR) is a ligand-dependent transcription factor that is
expressed in almost every cell of the human body (1, 2). It consists of a ligand-binding
domain (LBD), a DNA-binding domain, and an N-terminal domain (3). Upon hor-
mone activation, the GR translocates from the cytosol to the nucleus, where it binds to
specific DNA sequences and thereby regulates the transcription of target genes (4). It is
involved in a wide range of critical biological processes including immune response,
metabolism, development, and stress response (5, 6). Furthermore, it is connected to a
variety of diseases and clinical conditions, such as diabetes (7), asthma (8), depression
(9), leukemia (10), osteoporosis (11), inflammatory disorders (12), chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (13), rheumatoid arthritis (14), and allergic rhinitis (15).
Like many members of the superfamily of nuclear receptors, the hormone binding

of GR is tightly regulated by the Hsp90/Hsp70/Hsp40 chaperone system (16, 17).
In previous ensemble experiments, it was shown that the Hsp70/Hsp40 chaperone

system (Hsp70/40) inhibited ligand binding of ligand-unbound (apo) GR-LBD (18).
This finding led to the hypothesis that Hsp70/40 may partially unfold the GR-LBD,
thereby dismantling the conformation necessary for ligand binding. Partial unfolding
of GR-LBD by Hsp70/40 adds to the increasing evidence that this class of chaperones
not only prevents protein aggregation but also acts as an unfoldase and actively unfolds
properly folded (19) as well as misfolded and aggregated structures (20). In cases where
Hsp70 unfolds proteins by pulling them through pores or disengaging individual poly-
peptide chains from aggregates, a mechanism called entropic pulling has been proposed
(21). However, how such a mechanism could work with small globular proteins such
as GR-LBD is not clear.
In a previous study, we described in detail the mechanical unfolding pathway of a

single GR-LBD molecule under load and how it is coupled to hormone binding (22).
In the present study, we used single-molecule mechanical experiments to investigate
the unfolding of GR-LBD driven by Hsp70/40. We show that GR-LBD can be
actively unfolded by the consecutive action of up to five Hsp70/40 complexes.

Results

Hsp70/40 Actively Unfolds GR-LBD in a Stepwise Manner. For the single-molecule
measurements, we linked the termini of a single GR-LBD molecule to two DNA han-
dles that bind specifically to silica spheres suspended in an optical trap (illustrated in
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the inset of Fig. 1A; for details see Materials and Methods). To
study the action of Hsp70/40 on the structure of GR-LBD, we
performed passive-mode experiments where the two optical
traps are held at a fixed constant distance. In these experiments,
the molecule is subjected to a predefined force bias, set by the
distance of the two traps, and the force exerted on the tethered
molecule drops upon unfolding-induced lengthening of the
molecule. The force bias in the natively folded conformation is
noted in all passive-mode graphs. It is typically chosen between
7.5 pN and 11 pN. With progressing unfolding of GR-LBD,
the force continuously drops by ∼4 pN.
In the absence of chaperones (Fig. 1A), the GR-LBD behaves

as previously published (22): At forces of ∼10 pN, the second-
ary structure element comprising the first 33 N-terminal amino
acids (aa) of ligand-bound (holo) GR-LBD opens and closes in
rapid equilibrium, resulting in “flipping” transitions between
the purple and dark-blue states. These 33 aa act as a “lid” for
ligand binding and dissociation. From the lid-open conforma-
tion (dark-blue), the ligand dexamethasone (DEX) can dissoci-
ate, resulting in the light-blue ligand-unbound conformation.
Upon rebinding of ligand, the GR-LBD resumes the flipping
transitions indicative of the native ligand-bound state.

Occasionally, starting from the light-blue apo GR-LBD state,
partial force-induced unfoldings of the GR-LBD can occur (red
states). It is important to note that at forces below 10 pN, these
partial unfoldings were rare and never led to a complete,
let alone irreversible, unfolding of the GR-LBD.

The addition of Hsp70/40 drastically altered the situation, as
shown in Fig. 1B. We used the human variant of Hsp70. As
Hsp40 protein, we used both the yeast variant Ydj1 as well as
its human homolog Hdj2. At chaperone concentrations in the
physiological range (23, 24), we saw a stepwise, complete, and
irreversible unfolding of apo GR-LBD within ∼5 s. At t = 0
(arbitrary reference frame), the GR-LBD started from the
folded holo state again (Fig. 1B, purple/dark-blue flipping tran-
sitions). The flipping kinetics were unaffected by the presence
of Hsp70/40 (SI Appendix, Fig. 1D). After the first ligand dis-
sociation (Fig. 1B, light-blue state), chaperone unfolding set in
after ∼1 s, and the GR-LBD unfolded from the apo state to
the entirely unfolded peptide chain via five sequential unfolding
intermediates (red phase with steps).

The observed chaperone-induced unfolding only occurred in
the presence of all the components Hsp70, Hsp40, MgCl2 and
ATP (MgATP). Control experiments showed that omission of
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Fig. 1. Hsp70/40 unfolds GR-LBD in a stepwise manner. (A) In the absence of chaperones, holo GR-LBD shows fast opening and closing of the N-terminal “lid”
(fast transitions between purple and dark-blue state), ligand dissociation (transition to light-blue state), and ligand rebinding (return to purple/dark-blue flipping)
as well as rare partial unfoldings (red) (22). Inset: Experimental scheme for the single-molecule optical tweezers experiment. Bottom: Graphical illustration of states
in the upper trace (same color code). The orange sphere symbolizes DEX. (B) Sample trace of Hsp70/40 unfolding apo GR-LBD completely via five intermediates
within ∼5 s. Unfolding sets in within ∼1 s after DEX dissociation. The red dashed line marks the 32 nm of unfolded contour length at which the first chaperone-
induced unfolding intermediate is located. (C) Stretch-relax cycles of the GR-LBD in the absence of chaperones showing the unfolding and refolding fingerprint of
GR-LBD (22). Ten consecutive pulls of the same molecule are presented, including unfolding from ligand-bound states (cycles 1, 4, 8, and 10) and ligand-unbound
states (cycles 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 9). (D) Ten consecutive traces starting from a natively folded GR-LBD in the presence of Hsp70/40. (E) Sample traces of unfolding at
various chaperone concentrations. In all traces, the first 32-nm intermediate is visible (red dashed line). (F) Unfolding rates (inverse of average dwell time per step)
versus Hsp70 concentration at constant Ydj1 concentration. Error bars show SEM. (G) Unfolding rates (inverse of average dwell time per step) versus J-domain
concentration at constant Hsp70 concentration. Error bars show SEM.
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any one component led to either incomplete or no unfolding at
all (SI Appendix, Fig. 1 B–D).
Note that the force was even lower in Fig. 1B (9.0 pN) than

in Fig. 1A (9.6 pN); hence, spontaneous, merely force-induced
unfolding can be excluded in Fig. 1B. To rule out potential
force calibration errors, we independently confirmed the differ-
ence in applied force between Fig. 1 A and B by calculating the
force-dependent ratio between the population of the open and
closed conformations of the lid (ratio between the times spent
in the dark-blue vs. purple states), which is 0.08 in Fig. 1A and
0.06 in Fig. 1B. The higher population of lid-open states con-
firms that the force in Fig. 1A must have been higher than in
Fig. 1B.

Stretch-Relax Cycles Show Inhibition of GR-LBD Refolding by
Hsp70/40. Next, we performed continuous stretch-relax experi-
ments of the GR-LBD in the absence and presence of chaper-
ones (Fig. 1 C and D). In these experiments, one optical trap
was held at a fixed position, while the other trap moved back
and forth at 500 nm/s, thus continuously unfolding and relax-
ing GR-LBD. In Fig. 1C, the unfolding and refolding signature
fingerprint of the GR-LBD in the absence of chaperones is
shown [cf (22)]. Ten consecutive stretch-relax cycles of the
same GR-LBD molecule exhibited a mixture of ligand-bound
unfoldings (high unfolding force peaks) and ligand-unbound
unfoldings (low unfolding force peaks). Note that in every
cycle, the GR-LBD folded back completely to the apo lid-
open state.
Again, upon addition of Hsp70/40, the situation changed

drastically. Now, only the first pull showed the signature
unfolding trace of holo GR-LBD. Already in the first relaxation
trace, the molecule could not refold to the apo lid-open state,
indicating chaperones promptly interfered with folding. After
four further stretch-relax cycles, no part of the molecule was
able to fold anymore. The stretch-relax cycles now correspond
to the wormlike chain traces of the completely unfolded pep-
tide chain of GR-LBD. These experiments show that after the
protein was unfolded using mechanical force, the chaperones
quickly bound to the unfolded peptide chain, efficiently block-
ing refolding of GR-LBD.

Concentration-Dependent Kinetics of Chaperone-Induced
GR-LBD Unfolding. In another set of experiments, we tested
how chaperone concentrations affect the observed unfolding
kinetics. The top two traces in Fig. 1E illustrate the different
unfolding rates at high and low Hsp70 concentrations (10 μM
in top trace, 2 μM in bottom trace), holding Ydj1 concentra-
tion at 2 μM and MgATP at 5 mM constant. Both the entire
unfolding time as well as the dwell times of each individual
unfolding step depend on Hsp70 concentration. This suggests
that each individual unfolding step must involve the binding of
Hsp70. Results of experiments where Hsp70 concentration was
varied from 500 nM up to 30 μM, while holding Ydj1 constant
at 2 μM, are summarized in Fig. 1F. At low concentrations, we
observed linear dependence, while toward high concentrations,
the curve saturated. Note that over the entire force range from
∼9 pN in the natively folded state down to ∼5 pN in the
completely unfolded state, the kinetics did not seem to be
force dependent.
Next, we varied Hsp40 concentration while keeping the con-

centrations of Hsp70 at 10 μM and MgATP at 5 mM cons-
tant. We found that high concentrations of full-length Hsp40
(both Ydj1 and Hdj2) interfered destructively with the experi-
ments because of its binding to the substrate (for details see

SI Appendix, Fig. 2 B and H). For the Hsp40 variation experi-
ments, we therefore chose a truncated version of Hsp40 consist-
ing only of the J-Domain and the G/F-rich region of Ydj1
(JD). This way, we could eliminate the competition for binding
sites between Hsp70 and Hsp40 and exclusively study the effect
of the JD on Hsp70’s ATP hydrolysis rate. As shown in the
bottom two traces in Fig. 1E, a variation of JD concentration,
while holding Hsp70 concentration at 10 μM and MgATP at 5
mM, again modulated the unfolding rate. As before, the dwell
time of each unfolding step was affected individually. Note that
we needed to add about 50-fold higher concentrations of JD
compared to Ydj1 at equal Hsp70 concentrations in order to
reach equal unfolding rates of the GR-LBD, in agreement with
earlier studies (20, 25).

The simplest model to account for both these asymptotic
dependencies in Fig. 1 F and G assumes that each transition
from one unfolding intermediate to the next requires two
events: 1) the binding of one Hsp70 and 2) the interaction of
Ydj1/JD with Hsp70, catalyzing ATP hydrolysis. In the limit
of high concentrations of both Hsp70 and Hsp40, saturation
will be reached through ATP hydrolysis approaching its maxi-
mal Hsp40-catalyzed rate. This model can be mathematically
formulated as follows:

kunfold CHsp70, CHsp40
� � ¼ 1

1
kon Hsp70� CHsp70

þ 1
kon Hsp40� CHsp40

þ 1
kmax hydrolysis

,

[1]

with kunfold : unfolding rate of GR-LBD from one unfolding
intermediate to the next; kon Hsp70: on-rate of Hsp70; CHsp70:
Hsp70 concentration; kon Hsp40 : on-rate of Hsp40; CHsp40:
Hsp40 concentration; and kmax hydrolysis : fastest possible hydroly-
sis rate.

Fits in Fig. 1 F and G are global fits to both datasets using
the fitting parameters summarized in SI Appendix, Table 1.

Chaperone Concentration and Nucleotide Exchange Modulate
the GR-LBD Folding/Unfolding Kinetics. As discussed in the
previous section,, Hsp70/40-induced unfolding of GR-LBD is
irreversible at high, albeit still physiological, chaperone concen-
trations (23, 24), (CHsp70 > 5μM, CYdj1 > 250nM). Even long
observations in passive mode (>400 s in Fig. 2A) did not show
any significant refolding of GR-LBD apart from small fluctua-
tions around the fully unfolded contour length. This explains
the persistence of the previously reported inability of GR-LBD
to bind ligand in the presence of chaperones (18). Since refold-
ing of the GR-LBD is not only transiently but also perma-
nently blocked, ligand can never rebind.

The reason for this inhibition of refolding must be multiple
Hsp70s bound to the peptide chain of the GR-LBD. After
hydrolysis, the Hsp70s bound to the GR-LBD are in the aden-
osine diphosphate (ADP)–bound state. ADP dissociation times
are on the order of minutes (26). When an Hsp70 that is
bound to the GR-LBD loses its ADP and binds ATP, this
opens Hsp70’s substrate binding domain and allows the
GR-LBD to escape. However, at high enough chaperone con-
centrations, whenever one of the multiple Hsp70s dissociates
from GR-LBD, there are enough Hsp70s around to take its
place immediately and bind to this now unoccupied binding
site.

At low enough chaperone concentrations on the other hand
(Fig. 2B), the GR-LBD can recover from chaperone-induced
unfolding (i.e., can refold completely and bind ligand). In Fig.
2B, instead of a strongly directed and irreversible unfolding, we
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observed drift-like sequences of alternating steps down and up
in contour length. Over the time course of 450 s, the molecule
reached the fully unfolded state twice (around 120 s and
around 180 s) and several times the fully folded state (arrows).
The addition of the nucleotide exchange factor BAG1 to

Hsp70/40 showed a striking effect (Fig. 2C). BAG1 removed
ADP from Hsp70, thereby allowing a new ATP to bind faster.
Upon binding of ATP, Hsp70 opens its substrate-binding
domain, hence releasing substrate. Note that the only difference
between Fig. 2 A and C is the addition of BAG1. While in Fig.
2A, GR-LBD remained unfolded indefinitely, in Fig. 2C it
refolded several times to the light-blue ligand unbound state
(arrows), and at ∼250 s, it rebound ligand.

Chaperone Unfolding Also Works at Zero Force. The complete
chaperone-induced unfolding we observed in our optical trap
experiments always occurred under mechanical load, raising the
question of whether Hsp70/40 can drive such complete unfold-
ing also in the absence of load. First, as a control experiment,
we tested whether chaperones can unfold holo GR-LBD. To
this end, we incubated holo GR-LBD with high chaperone
concentrations (10 μM Hsp70, 2 μM Ydj1, 5 mM MgATP) in
a buffer containing 50 μM DEX for 3 h. After incubation, we
investigated this sample in optical trapping experiments. All
GR-LBD molecules assayed (n = 15) were natively folded and
ligand bound in the first stretching attempt (SI Appendix, Fig.
3A). The first stretching attempts of four different molecules
are shown. This is evidence that Hsp70/40 could not unfold
holo GR-LBD in our experiments.
Next, we prepared apo GR-LBD. Through multiple buffer

exchanges, we reduced the concentration of DEX in the buffer
to less than 0.1 nM. We incubated the sample after buffer
exchanges for >12 h in the absence of chaperones. In optical
trapping experiments with this sample in the absence of

chaperones, all GR-LBDs (n = 10) were ligand unbound in the
first stretching cycle. The first stretching cycles of four different
molecules are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. 3B. All molecules
lacked the flipping transition indicative of holo GR-LBD [cf
encircled areas SI Appendix, Fig. 3A and (22)].

In optical trapping experiments of the same apo GR-LBD
sample with additional 40 min of incubation at high chaperone
concentrations (10 μM Hsp70, 2 μM Ydj1), all GR-LBDs (n =
10) were completely unfolded already before the first stretching
cycle. The first stretching cycles of four different molecules are
shown in SI Appendix, Fig. 3C. They lack any sign of a folded
structure, but merely follow the extension characteristic of an
unfolded GR-LBD polypeptide chain. It should be noted that
in the absence of chaperones, we never found a GR-LBD that
was unfolded already before the first stretching cycle.

Comparison of Unfolding Intermediates in Force-Induced and
Chaperone-Induced Unfoldings of the GR-LBD. To obtain
insight into the mechanism used by Hsp70/40 to unfold
GR-LBD, we compared unfolding traces in which the protein
was unfolded purely by mechanical forces with traces where
unfolding was chaperone induced. Fig. 3 A and B illustrate the
striking differences. Under the influence of a high force of 11.2
pN and in the absence of chaperones (Fig. 3A), the GR-LBD
underwent very rapid equilibrium transitions between the
folded holo state and the completely unfolded state, populating
many short-lived intermediates. These intermediates and the
corresponding force-dependent transition rates were analyzed in
our previous studies (22). Note that refolding from the
completely unfolded peptide chain to the natively folded apo
state (light-blue) can occur within as little as 0.01 s, even
against the forces applied. In contrast, in the presence of chap-
erones (Fig. 3B), the individual steps were slow (seconds) and
no additional fast transitions between unfolding intermediates
occurred. This indicates the unfolding as well as the folding
steps are under complete control of the chaperones.

It is important to note that we found great variation in the
shape of the unfolding traces we observed when GR-LBD was
unfolded by Hsp70/40. This variability is likely related to
Hsp70 binding to different sites at N terminus and C terminus
as well as unfolding steps driven by mechanical force and back-
ward steps through successful refolding attempts of GR-LBD.
However, in all traces where we could clearly identify the five
unfolding levels (selected traces in SI Appendix, Fig. 4), we con-
sistently observed a first unfolding intermediate at ∼32-nm
unfolded polypeptide length. Comparison with a DnaK (bacte-
rial Hsp70) binding site prediction algorithm (27) showed that
the binding site with the strongest Hsp70 affinity lies precisely
at the 32-nm position of unfolded polypeptide.

Comparing stretch-relax experiments performed with
GR-LBD at 500 nm/s in the absence of chaperones and at very
high chaperone concentration, we found additional evidence
that chaperones actively control the unfolding process. A zoom
into a set of five pulls in the absence of chaperones (Fig. 3C)
showed that the complete unfolding process from the folded to
the unfolded state occurred without any long-lived population
of intermediates. This is consistent with the very short interme-
diate dwell times we found under these conditions in passive
mode experiments (Fig. 3A). Beyond an occasionally visible,
very short–lived intermediate at a contour length of 37 nm, no
further intermediates could be observed. In contrast, in ca.
8% of pulling traces (5 out of 61) obtained at very high chaper-
one concentrations (30 μM Hsp70, 2 μM Hsp40, 5 mM
MgATP), we observed strikingly long-lived intermediate states
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Fig. 2. Reversibility of chaperone-induced unfolding depends on chaper-
one concentrations and the presence of nucleotide exchange factor BAG1.
(A) Sample trace of Hsp70/40-induced unfolding of GR-LBD at high chaper-
one concentration. Unfolding from the fully folded DEX bound state (arrow)
proceeds rapidly within 5 s, and GR-LBD stays permanently unfolded (>400
s) with only small fluctuations around the fully unfolded length. The color
code of states is the same as in Fig. 1A. (B) Sample trace of Hsp70/40-
induced unfolding of GR-LBD at low chaperone concentrations where the
GR-LBD undergoes repeated transitions between fully folded DEX bound
states (arrows) and fully unfolded states. (C) Sample trace at high chaper-
one concentrations (same as in A) in the presence of the nucleotide
exchange factor BAG1. GR-LBD undergoes rapid transitions between
unfolded and refolded states (arrows). At 250 s, GR-LBD even populates
the fully folded holo state marked in purple.
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at a contour length of ∼32 nm, matching our experimental
results in passive mode. We could never observe the 32-nm inter-
mediate in stretch-relax cycles in the absence of chaperones (n >
1,000). When one of the components (Hsp70, Hsp40, MgATP)
was left out, such intermediates were never observed either (0 out
of 31). This finding provides evidence that Hsp70 had attacked
the folded GR-LBD structure and unfolded it to an intermediate
state that was stabilized by direct interaction with Hsp70.

Discussion

Hsp70/40 Shows Holdase as well as Unfoldase Activity. The
mechanism by which Hsp70/40 performs its chaperoning tasks
on substrates has been a matter of debate for decades (28). A
large body of literature provides evidence that Hsp70 has hol-
dase activity (i.e., can strongly bind to unfolded chains, thus
blocking aggregation and refolding) (29–32). Consistent with
this, our results show that after mechanical unfolding, the pro-
tein chain remains permanently unfolded if chaperones are
added to the solution, indicating that the chain becomes deco-
rated with Hsp70 molecules (Figs. 1D and 2A). The fact that
the nucleotide exchange factor BAG1 abolishes the chaperone-
induced inhibition of GR-LBD refolding further corroborates
this observation (Fig. 2C).
Hsp70 has also been implicated in the unfolding of natively

and nonnatively structured proteins, thus exhibiting unfoldase
activity (18–20, 29, 31, 33, 34). Various models have been sug-
gested for such a mechanism, including entropic pulling to
induce the breakdown of clathrin cages (34) and amyloid aggre-
gates (20), a ratchet mechanism in the context of translocation
of proteins through membrane pores (35), or a similar mecha-
nism inducing the inactivation of σ32 (36). Probably, the mech-
anisms are plentiful and vary from substrate to substrate.
Our results provide direct evidence that Hsp70/40 is able to

unfold the GR-LBD completely in a sequence of multiple

Hsp70/40-binding events and Hsp40-stimulated hydrolysis.
A concerted action of many complexes (up to five in our
experiments) leading to a stepwise unfolding may serve as a
more general mechanism for how the energy of multiple ATP
hydrolyses can be used to unfold stable proteins.

It is important to note that this Hsp70/40-induced complete
unfolding also happens in the absence of force (SI Appendix,
Fig. 3C) and is therefore not just a consequence of the force
exerted by the optical traps.

Whether or not the complete GR-LBD is unfolded will
depend on the concentrations of chaperones as well as cofactors
such as BAG1, which are able to shift the equilibrium between
folded and unfolded states by stimulating ADP release (Fig.
2C). Kirschke et al. (18) proposed that Hsp70/40 unfolds
GR-LBD only partially, but their hydrogen deuterium
exchange mass spectrometry experiments were conducted at a
molar ratio of GR-LBD and Hsp70 close to 1:1, thus preclud-
ing multiple Hsp70 bindings to one GR-LBD molecule (37).
While the physiological GR-LBD:Hsp70/40 ratio may vary in
the cell, our scenario is relevant given that cellular Hsp70 con-
centrations generally exceed GR concentration (23, 24, 38).

To orchestrate complete substrate unfolding, Hsp70s must
bind to motifs that gradually become exposed as unfolding pro-
gresses. The LIMBO algorithm for DnaK-binding motif pre-
diction (27) detects five evenly distributed DnaK-binding sites
in the 224-aa sequence of the folded part of apo GR-LBD
(Fig. 4C). Sterically, the length of the unfolded GR-LBD poly-
peptide allows the binding of five Hsp70 molecules. In the case
of the similar-sized protein rhodanese, binding of up to seven
DnaKs could be modeled onto its unfolded chain (33).

GR-LBD Unfolding Involves Multiple Steps, Each Consisting of
Hsp70/40 Binding and Subsequent ATP Hydrolysis. Our simple
kinetic model (Eq. 1) assumes that each of the multiple unfold-
ing steps involves the binding of one Hsp70 and subsequent
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Fig. 3. Comparison of force-induced and chaperone-induced unfoldings of GR-LBD in passive mode and stretch-relax experiments. (A) Multiple cycles of
complete unfolding and refolding of GR-LBD in equilibrium at a high force of 11.2 pN. The molecule transitions between folded and unfolded states populat-
ing several short-lived intermediates [dwell times on the order of ∼0.01 s, cf (22)]. The color code of states is the same as in Fig. 1A. For comparison, in (B)
chaperone-induced unfolding and refolding of GR-LBD are shown. The fast kinetics is completely absent, and only long-lived intermediates are populated
(dwell times on the order of 5 s). Again, the color code of states is the same as in Fig. 1A, with the addition of a green Ydj1-bound state. (C) Superposition of
five force-induced stretching traces (out of n > 1,000) of holo GR-LBD in the absence of chaperones. Only a barely visible, very short-lived intermediate at
37-nm unfolded contour length is populated. The traces are colored for better visual clarity. (D) Superposition of five selected force-induced stretching traces
of holo GR-LBD at very high chaperone concentrations (30 μM Hsp70, 2 μM Ydj1, 5 mM MgATP). The unfolding traces exhibit the population of a very stable
and long-lived intermediate at 32-nm unfolded contour length. The high stability of this chaperone-induced unfolding intermediate suggests direct binding
of the chaperone to the folded core of the protein. The traces are colored for better visual clarity.
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hydrolysis of one ATP, stimulated by Hsp40. ATPases associ-
ated with diverse cellular activities (AAA) such as ClpX, by con-
trast, use many more ATPs to complete full unfolding (39–41).
As for the energetics of the unfolding process, five molecules

of ATP [∼100 kBT (42, 43)], carry enough energy to unfold a
DEX-unbound GR-LBD [225 aa, 41 kBT (22)] completely.
According to our model, the dwell times on each unfolding

level are then the sum of binding times of one Hsp70 and
Hsp40 as well as the time the very hydrolysis step takes. The
model thereby fully explains the dependence of the unfolding
intermediate dwell times on chaperone concentrations (Fig. 1E).

It also accounts for the saturation behavior of the graphs in
Fig. 1 F and G: At very high concentrations of either one chap-
erone, the binding rate of the other chaperone as well as
kmax hydrolysis become limiting. The highest unfolding rate per
step achieved in our experiments was 1.34/s ±0.22/s, in agree-
ment with previously measured hydrolysis rates (26, 44). In
our model, a potential delay between hydrolysis and unfolding
is lumped into tmin hydrolysis ¼ 1

kmax hydrolysis
.

The chronological sequence of events we propose in our
model is as follows: At high chaperone concentrations, Hsp70
binds within a short period of time (e.g., at 10 μM Hsp70, on
average within τbind Hsp70 ≈ 0:5 s, cf SI Appendix, Table 1) after
a new unfolding intermediate has been populated and a new
dwell period has started. ATP hydrolysis is stimulated by
Hsp40 and ends the dwell time by inducing the transition to
the next intermediate at a longer contour length (e.g., at 2 μM
Ydj1, the dwell time on the intermediate is τhydrolysis ≈ 1:25 sÞ,
cf SI Appendix, Table 1). Reducing the concentration of either
one of the chaperones will delay either Hsp70 binding or ATP
hydrolysis and thereby elongate the dwell time spent on the
unfolding intermediate.

The opposite case of a refolding step (e.g., the clearly visible
upward steps in Figs. 2B and 3B) then corresponds to the dis-
sociation of Hsp70 followed by the refolding of a part of the
GR-LBD’s peptide chain that had previously been occupied by
Hsp70. Note that the folding process kinetically seems to be
under full control of the Hsp70 detachment kinetics, and no
misfolded states (22) can be observed. Refolding steps can be
accelerated through the addition of the nucleotide exchange
factor BAG1 (cf Fig. 2 A and C).

The Role of Hsp40. The exact role of the Hsp40 cochaperone in
Hsp70/40 interaction with substrate has been an important
matter of debate (45, 46). It is a well-known fact that Hsp40
stimulates Hsp70’s ATP hydrolysis via its J-Domain (47, 48).
Furthermore, Hsp40 can interact with substrate and seems to
target Hsp70 to intended binding sites, supporting a “tagging”
model (49–51).

Most recent studies of the Hsp70/40 and also Hsp90 inter-
action with GR-LBD used Ydj1 as the Hsp40 cochaperone
(18, 37). We started with the same approach using Ydj1, but
later also conducted control experiments with Hdj2 and JD.

For all three different variants of Hsp40, when added in
combination with Hsp70 and MgATP, we were able to show
complete and stepwise unfolding of the GR-LBD (SI Appendix,
Fig. 2 E–G). Also, we directly demonstrated the stimulation of
Hsp70’s ATP hydrolysis rate by Hsp40 through variation of JD
concentration (Fig. 1 E and G). Nonetheless, there were
remarkable differences in the effect of these four Hsp40 var-
iants on GR-LBD, both with and without Hsp70/MgATP.

A striking difference between full-length Ydj1 and the trun-
cated JD construct was the fact that we needed ∼50-fold higher
concentrations of JD compared to Ydj1 to achieve similar
unfolding rates at the same Hsp70 concentration. For instance,
∼100 μM of JD versus 2 μM of Ydj1 was necessary in combi-
nation with 10 μM Hsp70 for an unfolding rate of ∼0.8/s (see
graphs in Fig. 1 F and G). This effect has been reported before
(20, 25). The 50-fold higher efficiency of Ydj1 in promoting
Hsp70/40 unfolding of GR-LBD compared to JD can only be
due to a region truncated in the JD mutant. This finding is
consistent with those regions creating transient interactions
with the substrate, thus recruiting Hsp70 more efficiently to
these sites (49–51).
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Fig. 4. Model of Hsp70/40-induced unfolding of GR-LBD. The same color
code as in all previous passive-mode traces was used to identify the states
of GR-LBD: Purple: natively folded, DEX bound, lid closed; dark-blue: DEX
bound, lid open; light-blue: DEX unbound, apo structure still folded; red:
unfolded by chaperones. (A, 1) GR-LBD is in the natively folded holo state
with its N-terminal lid closed (purple state). The hormone DEX is depicted as
a small orange circle. (A, 2) Holo GR-LBD undergoes rapid flipping transitions
between the lid-closed (purple) and the lid-open (dark-blue) states. (A, 3)
After DEX dissociation, the lid (i.e., the first 33 aa) remains unfolded perma-
nently (light-blue state). (A, 4) Chaperones can now attack apo GR-LBD. The
first Hsp70 (in its open ATP bound state) binds to the 32-nm binding motif,
which is located in the folded remainder of apo GR-LBD. 5.) Upon Hsp40-
stimulated ATP hydrolysis, Hsp70 unfolds (“chews open”) the N-terminal
upstream part of apo GR-LBD until the 32-nm binding motif. The associated
step in contour length occurs almost simultaneously with ATP hydrolysis.
Hsp70 then remains bound to the unfolded peptide chain in the ADP-bound
state until ADP dissociation and rebinding of a new ATP occurs (minutes).
(A, 6–8) Consecutive binding of up to four more Hsp70 molecules and
J-protein–catalyzed ATP hydrolysis induced further unfoldings. The mecha-
nism may also involve a combination of ratchet and/or entropic pulling
mechanisms. At the end of the unfolding process, GR-LBD is a completely
unfolded peptide chain decorated with up to five Hsp70s bound in the ADP
state. The unfolding most likely starts at the N terminus, but does not neces-
sarily have to proceed sequentially as depicted. (B) Schematic illustration of
a typical Hsp70/40-induced unfolding of GR-LBD. Steps 1–8 are mapped
according to the model in A. (C) Position and sequence of the Hsp70-binding
sites in the sequence of GR-LBD as predicted by the LIMBO algorithm (27).
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As a control experiment and to further investigate the possi-
bility of a tagging mechanism of Hsp40, we also measured
GR-LBD in combination with all Hsp40 variants in the
absence of Hsp70 (SI Appendix, Fig. 2 A–C). We identified a
state where Ydj1 binds to apo GR-LBD (green state in
SI Appendix, Fig. 2A), but never to holo GR-LBD. This Ydj1-
bound state reproducibly occurred at an unfolded contour
length of ∼20 nm. Ydj1 binding was competitive with DEX
binding. However, this state was not populated by Hdj2
(SI Appendix, Fig. 2B). Also, at high concentrations of Ydj1
(>2 μM), this state in fact seemed to inhibit or delay the unfol-
dase activity of Hsp70 (SI Appendix, Fig. 2H). Finally,
Hsp70/40 unfoldings did not require this particular Ydj1-
bound state, since this state was not observed for Hdj2, even
though unfolding was induced with similar efficiency (SI
Appendix, Fig. 2 B and F). Moreover, unfoldings with
Hsp70/Ydj1 often did not show this Ydj1-bound state on the
way (e.g., Fig. 1B shows no green state on the way). We there-
fore conclude that this particular Ydj1-bound state is not
required for efficient GR-LBD unfolding.
Apart from the Ydj1-bound state at ∼20 nm, we did not

detect any further binding of Ydj1 to the GR-LBD. In force-
induced complete unfoldings of the GR-LBD in the presence
of Ydj1, GR-LBD did not exhibit any long-lived intermediates,
but in fact showed identical kinetics as in force-induced unfold-
ings in the absence of chaperones (SI Appendix, Fig. 2D). If
Ydj1 binds to GR-LBD to target Hsp70 to specific binding
sites in the sense of a “tagging mechanism,” this binding must
be weak and transient, as we could not observe it in our
experiments.
In the case of Hdj2, we observed irreversible binding to

unfolded GR-LBD at high concentrations exceeding 2 μM (SI
Appendix, Fig. 2B). This finding is consistent with earlier
reports (33) where the Escherichia coli homolog of Hsp40 DnaJ
bound irreversibly to denatured rhodanese. Since much lower
concentrations of Hsp40 can already stimulate ATP hydrolysis
by Hsp70, this strong and irreversible binding is likely not the
physiologically relevant mode of action.
JD on its own had no effect on the GR-LBD even at very

high concentrations of 100 μM (SI Appendix, Fig. 2C).

The Mechanism of Hsp70/40 Unfolding of GR-LBD. In general,
unfoldase mechanisms can be divided into the two categories of
passive “ratchet mechanisms” and “active mechanisms” (52),
similar to the paradigm juxtaposition of “conformational
selection” versus “induced fit” (53). In the context of Hsp70/
40 unfolding of the GR-LBD, a pure ratchet mechanism would
require frequent spontaneous conformational fluctuations of
the GR-LBD. Hsp70/40 could then bind to more unfolded
conformations (conformational selection) and thereby inhibit
their refolding. This would rectify the fluctuations into the
direction of further unfolded contour lengths and eventually
lead to an unfolding of the GR-LBD. An active unfolding
mechanism would have to involve the conversion of the
hydrolysis-driven closing of Hsp70’s substrate-binding domain
around the GR-LBD’s peptide chain into a force that unfolds
the GR-LBD. Afterward, refolding of the actively unfolded
parts of GR-LBD would have to be inhibited.
In the following, we discuss a ratchet as well as two active

unfolding mechanisms in the light of our experimental results.

Ratchet. As stated in the previous paragraph, a ratchet mecha-
nism would have to rely on the presence of spontaneous confor-
mational fluctuations of the GR-LBD toward further unfolded

states, which Hsp70 could then rectify. In our experiments, we
did not observe such fluctuations. Looking at the Hsp70/40
unfolding in Fig. 3B, for example, the unfolding and refolding
steps in the presence of chaperones exhibited long dwell times
on the order of ∼5 s without significant fluctuations present,
neither short- nor long-lived. A pure ratchet mechanism is
hence unlikely.

One might object that the fluctuations could be too fast for
our sampling rate (30 kHz) to be recorded or that the smooth-
ing of our data conceals them. However, even if this were the
case, the fluctuations would still only sum up to extremely
small amounts of cumulative dwell time in more unfolded con-
formations, rendering it impossible for Hsp70/40 to bind and
conduct ATP hydrolysis within these short time intervals. Anal-
ysis of chaperone-induced unfolding traces using a hidden
Markov model (HMM) rendered an upper limit for the popu-
lation of such potential (and hence, in our assay, invisible) tran-
siently unfolded states of <0.5% at 10 μM Hsp70 and 2 μM
Ydj1. Our experiments involving the variation of chaperone
concentration (Fig. 1 F and G) rendered an on-rate of ATP-
bound Hsp70 of kon Hsp70 ¼ 0:20 ± 0:03 s�1 μM�1, in agree-
ment with previous studies that reported a comparable on-rate
of ATP-bound Hsp70 to substrate of kon Hsp70 ¼ 0:45 ±
0:03 s�1 μM�1 (54–56). By contrast, binding of Hsp70 to con-
formational fluctuations that are only populated <0.5% of the
time would require a much higher actual on-rate of ATP-
bound Hsp70 to substrate of kon Hsp70 > 40 s�1 μM�1.

We cannot exclude transient unfoldings that are invisible in
our assay because they do not lead to changes in contour
length, but the above arguments also apply to these. In addi-
tion, we know from the previous discussion that both Hsp70
binding and ATP hydrolysis are obligatory for each unfolding
step. Several attempts of binding may be necessary until Hsp70
commits to hydrolysis, rendering a ratchet mechanism even less
likely. This leads to the conclusion that Hsp70/40 most proba-
bly unfolds GR-LBD through an active unfolding mechanism,
not a ratchet.

Entropic Pulling. Entropic pulling (21) would require Hsp70 to
bind to an unfolded part of GR-LBD, but extremely close to
the still folded remainder of the structure. It would then be
entropically more favorable for Hsp70 to be located farther
away from the remaining folded part of GR-LBD, which would
lead to repulsive forces between the Hsp70 bound to the
unfolded peptide chain and the folded portion of the interme-
diate. The consecutive action of five Hsp70s binding to evenly
distributed binding sites (Fig. 4C) might suffice to unfold the
224-aa folded remainder of apo GR-LBD. This would, how-
ever, require that Hsp70-binding sites and the domain bound-
aries of each unfolding intermediate match precisely within less
than 1 nm.

Moreover, given the relative sizes of GR-LBD (30 kDa) and
Hsp70 (70 kDa), entropic pulling seems even more unlikely.
With the GR-LBD being less than half the size of Hsp70, nei-
ther of the molecules provides a large enough excluded volume,
comparable to a membrane or a large aggregate, for an entropic
pulling mechanism to work.

While we cannot rule out an entropic pulling mechanism
entirely, it is unlikely to constitute the major mechanism for
Hsp70/40-induced GR-LBD unfolding.

Direct Interaction between Folded GR-LBD and Hsp70. The
contour lengths and number of unfolding intermediates
induced by Hsp70 varied substantially in our experiments.
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However, the first intermediate occurring at 32-nm unfolded
contour length is very reproducible in passive-mode traces that
exhibit clear unfolding steps (SI Appendix, Fig. 4). The same
long-lived intermediate at 32 nm also shows up in force-
extension traces at high chaperone concentrations (Fig. 3D).
Strikingly, in stretch-relax cycles, this intermediate is not popu-
lated in the absence of chaperones, where we instead observed
only a short-lived intermediate at 37 nm (Fig. 3C). Neither a
ratchet nor an entropic pulling mechanism can explain the pop-
ulation of this intermediate, since for both mechanisms we
would expect to find the same intermediates as in force-
induced unfolding (i.e., the short-lived 37-nm intermediate).
Among the DnaK-binding sites predicted by the LIMBO algo-
rithm (27) (mapped in Fig. 4C), the binding site with the
highest score lies exactly at 32-nm contour length from the N
terminus. Apparently, Hsp70 can bind to this binding site
within the folded core of GR-LBD and, upon ATP hydrolysis,
unfold the upstream part of the polypeptide toward the N ter-
minus. It may well be that the aa residues containing the
Hsp70-binding motif are already transiently locally unfolded,
facilitating Hsp70 binding. Our assay would be blind to such
partial unfoldings as long as the overall contour length does not
change. Note that the 32-nm intermediate only forms in
Hsp70-induced unfoldings. Hsp70 likely still forms a direct
contact with the folded GR-LBD even after inducing the first
unfolding step. Such a direct interaction could explain the lon-
gevity of the 32-nm intermediate observed in pulling traces,
where this intermediate exists up to forces >25 pN (Fig. 3D).
Direct binding of Hsp70 to folded structures and associated

stabilization of proteins have been reported before (57, 58).
While in those studies active unfolding by Hsp70/40 could not
be observed, such chaperone-bound intermediates might serve
as starting points for the active unfolding we observed. We pro-
pose a “chewing” mechanism as a mode for Hsp70 to act as an
unfoldase, where Hsp70 binds to a folded structure and upon
Hsp40-mediated ATP hydrolysis forces open a part of the pro-
tein attacked. While we have a strong indication for such a
mechanism for the first 32-nm intermediate, we believe that for
later unfolding steps, a combination of all three discussed

mechanisms may occur. The sequence of events we postulated
for Hsp70-induced GR-LBD unfolding is summarized in Fig. 4
A and B: Upon lid opening and subsequent DEX unbinding,
the folded portion of GR-LBD exposes the 32-nm binding site.
Hsp70 can attack and, after Hsp40-mediated ATP hydrolysis,
unfolds the N-terminal part of GR-LBD up to this binding site.
This sequence is repeated until unfolding is completed. As out-
lined above, the later unfolding steps could be a combination of
chewing, ratchet, or entropic pulling.

Conclusion

In summary, we showed that Hsp70/40 acts both as holdase
and as unfoldase for GR-LBD. The unfolding mechanism
involving direct binding to the folded core may prove impor-
tant also in the many other molecular processes in which
Hsp70/40 works as an unfoldase. While Hsp70/40 can
completely unfold GR-LBD under the in vitro conditions used
in our study, it will be of interest how the tightly regulated
interplay with the Hsp90 system and other cochaperones (Hop,
p23) will modify this view. While EM structural studies have
already given us insight into these complexes, future single-
molecule experiments have the potential to shed light on the
kinetics and intermediates of the vital process of GR activation.

Materials and Methods

All protein constructs were prepared using standard recombinant techniques
described in SI Appendix. The experiments were carried out using the custom-
built dual-beam optical tweezers described in (59). Wormlike-chain fitting was
conducted as described in SI Appendix. HMM-based assignment of states was
performed as in (60).

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and/or
SI Appendix.
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